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ABSTRACT

Two-dimensional roadmapping is considered state-of-the-art in guidewire navigation during endovascular interventions. This paper presents a methodology for extracting the guidewire from a sequence of 2-D roadmap
images in almost real time. The detected guidewire can be used to improve its visibility on noisy ﬂuoroscopic
images or to do a back projection of the guidewire into a registered 3-D vessel tree. A lineness ﬁlter based on
the Hessian matrix is used to detect only those line structures in the image that lie within the vessel tree. Loose
wire fragments are properly linked by a novel connection method fulﬁlling clinical processing requirements. We
show that Dijkstra’s algorithm can be applied to eﬃciently compute the optimal connection path. The entire
guidewire is ﬁnally approximated by a B-spline curve in a least-squares manner. The proposed method is both
integrated into a commercial clinical prototype and evaluated on ﬁve diﬀerent patient data sets containing up to
249 frames per image series.
Keywords: Localization and Tracking Technologies, Guidewire Tracking, B-splines, Dijkstra algorithm,
Lineness ﬁlter

1. INTRODUCTION
Minimally invasive treatments of cerebrovascular pathologies, i.e. aneurysms, stenoses or ﬁstulae, have become
an alternative to invasive vascular surgery in certain cases. During these treatments, both a guidewire and a
microcatheter are inserted into the patient’s vessel system for diagnosis and treatment. The navigation and
positioning of the guidewire all the way up to the cerebrovascular pathology is accomplished by x-ray guidance
and 2-D roadmapping techniques. To the best of our knowledge, no commercial product is available so far, that
covers guidewire detection given a ﬂuoroscopic image series in a suﬃcient manner regarding eﬃciency(processing
speed), usability(minimal user interaction) and robustness. A reason for this might be the poor image quality of
the ﬂuoroscopic images which exhibit a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately one. However, a detected guidewire
together with its B-spline approximation would deliver further diagnostic information to the physician due to
its improved visibility in noisy images. The possibility to do a back projection into a registered 3-D vessel tree
would lead to a complete 3-D navigation tool.
Palti-Wassermann et. al.1 introduced a guidewire extraction method working on a single frame without time
considerations. Lin2 considered the guidewire extraction in x-ray images as a minimum-cost path using Salience
Distance Transform, introduced by Rosin and West.3 There is an abundance of literature concerning the enhancement of line-like structure such as center lining and vessel extraction.4–8 Barbu et al.9 proposed a method
for learning a curve model for detection and segmentation of guidewires. Baert et. al.10 introduced a semiautomatic guidewire tracking method using template matching and a spline energy optimization approach based
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Figure 1. (a) Original 2-D roadmap image depicting the guidewire, cropped for clarity. (b) Subtraction image. (c)
Response of the lineness ﬁlter, scaled for contrast. (d) Labeled image after skeletonization and region growing. (e)
B-spline approximates the guidewire

on a feature image where line-like structures are enhanced. However, this approach does not fulﬁll the eﬃciency
requirements for clinical applications e.g. coiling of aneurysms or stenting of stenoses.
Our goal was to develop a guidewire detection system that statisﬁes the requirements of the clinical workﬂow
i.e. eﬃciency, accuracy and usability. During endovascular interventions, neuroradiologists usually require a
processing speed of 7-8 frames per second (FPS). Furthermore, user interaction should be avoided as much as
possible in order to achieve a high acceptance by doctors. This paper formulates a fast automated guidewire
detection method that is already integrated into a clinical prototype. We incorporate a 2-D lineness ﬁlter for
guidewire detection and the vessel information into a framework that is related to ’Live-Wire’.11 For eﬃciency,
the detected line segments are properly linked together with Dijkstra’s algorithm.12 Finally, the entire guidewire
is approximated with B-splines. We experimentally evaluated the method on image series from ﬁve diﬀerent
patients with a total of 769 frames showing the clinical applicability of our approach.

2. METHODS
Given a sequence of 2-D roadmap images, the ﬁrst few images are used for both the mask image generation and
the vessel tree extraction. The mask image in this context is composed of temporally ﬁltered 2-D roadmap images,
where no guidewire is present. Subsequent 2-D roadmap images are subtracted from this mask image so that the
resulting subtraction images ideally feature only background noise and a black line representing the guidewire
(see Figure 1 (b)). The subtraction images are then normalized to have a zero mean and a standard deviation
of one. Since the guidewires always remain within the vessel system during an endovascular intervention, one
can further reduce the search space for guidewire detection by extracting the vessel tree and only examining the
vessel part of the image. Thus, our next task is to extract the vessel tree. Since an ordinary 2-D roadmap image
as in Figure 1 (a) is composed of two classes of pixel intensities, Otsu’s threshold segmentation algorithm13 is
applied to separate bright pixels being vessel structure and dark pixels denoting background noise. The vessel
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tree extraction takes less than 0.5 seconds and has to be repeated for every working X-ray view. However, a
change of the X-ray view involves the reset of the entire 2-D roadmap process, i.e. (1) removal of the guidewire
from the patients vessel system, (2) new contrast agent injection, (3) mask image generation and (4) vessel tree
extraction which is negligible compared to the time needed for this reset. Since the guidewire tip position will
not be known for the ﬁrst few iterations, the detection system looks only at the image boundary (15% of the
image dim.) so as to fulﬁll the real time constraints.

2.1 2-D Lineness Filter
The guidewire appears as a curve within subtraction images (see Figure 1 (b)). Those elongated structures are
extracted by a line ﬁlter4, 14 which makes use of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix at scale σ. The Hessian
matrix Hσ is deﬁned as


fxx fxy
(1)
Hσ =
fxy fyy
where fxy denotes the convolution of the subtraction image with the second derivative of the 2-D isotropic
Gaussian G(x, y, σ)
∂2
G(x, y, σ)
(2)
fxy = f ∗
∂x∂y
where σ is the standard deviation and x and y are the pixel coordinates. The eigenvalue decomposition of Hσ
delivers two sorted eigenvalues, i.e. |λ1 | ≤ |λ2 |. Only those pixels are considered as curve candidates whose
magnitude of the ﬁrst eigenvalue λ1 is very small since its eigenvector points in the direction of the guidewire
exhibiting low intensity variations. The magnitude of the second eigenvalue λ2 has to be rather high because the
second eigenvector points across the guidewire resulting in high intensity variation. This leads to the following
constraints for curve segments that are detected by the lineness ﬁlter:
|λ1 | ≈ 0
|λ1 |  |λ2 |
|λ2 | > 

(3)

where  denotes a user-speciﬁed threshold. One needs to keep in mind that guidewires appear in diﬀerent sizes
in the image, depending on their thickness and the applied zoom factor of the angiography system. Hence, a
multi-scale ﬁltering approach as introduced by Frangi et. al.4 or Klein et. al.5 is used to overcome these issues.
For the remainder of the paper we will refer to as a ’lineness image’.

2.2 Noise Reduction
Depending on the image quality, the lineness ﬁlter ideally detects the entire guidewire in one or more curve
fragments. However, it also enhances other linear structures which correspond to noise, as depicted in Figure
1 (c). For this reason the ’lineness image’ is skeletonized and labeled to obtain further information about the
detected regions, e.g. the number of pixels per region and endpoints of curve fragments which have only a single
neighbor within an 8-pixel neighborhood. Each detected region has to exhibit a minimum number of pixels
otherwise it is considered an artifact and is eliminated. After this noise reduction, the remaining curve segments
together with respective number of pixels and endpoints are considered as potential guidewire fragments (see
Figure 1 (d)).

2.3 B-spline Generation and Connection Algorithm
At the end, the ﬁnal guidewire curve should be approximated with a single B-spline requiring a proper connection
of the curve fragments to one ﬁnal curve. Therefore, this section describes a novel application of Dijkstra’s
algorithm for solving two issues: (a) B-spline generation and selection and (b) incremental B-spline connection
to approximate the entire guidewire with one B-spline. Moreover, Dijkstra’s algorithm with a Fibonacci heap
structure is applied to statisfy the eﬃciency constraints of a clinical guidewire detection and tracking method.
We used third order B-splines where the number of control points are one third of the number of pixels along
the curve fragment.
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B-spline Generation and Selection
Before Dijkstra’s algorithm can be applied, the noise reduced image (see Figure 1 (d)) with M × N pixels is
mapped to a graph with M × N vertices that are associated with costs. The vertex cost function c(k) assigns a
weight to the vertex k that depends on the location of k in the image:

1 : if k ∈ L
c(k) =
(4)
100 : if k ∈
/L
where L denotes the set of all curve segments. The edge weight associated with the directed edge between vertex
ka and an adjacent vertex kb is considered to be the vertex cost of ec(ka , kb ) = c(kb ). So far, L exhibits curve
segments denoting an unordered set of pixels with at least two endpoints. More than two endpoints per curve
segment occur due to skeletonization eﬀects. Now, we catch all curves from L with more than two endpoints
and put them into a new set, called E. E is deﬁned as follows: E ⊆ L with E = {e|e ∈ L|n > 2} where n is
the number of endpoints of the curve segment e. Thus, given x ∈ E all endpoints of x are connected to each
other via Dijkstra’s algorithm to eliminate all endpoints of x except for two that represent the longest part of
the curve segment x. Hence, ∀x ∈ E : x can be decomposed into n2 curves. Thus, Dijkstra’s algorithm is
used to search for a connection path between the endpoints of a curvesegment.
To compute all combinatorial

paths, the total number of Dijkstra calls in this step evaluates to |E| ∗ n2 + |L\E|. The resulting paths denote
an ordered sequence of pixels per curve segment that can be approximated
with B-splines in real time using a
 
commonly known least-squares approach.15 ∀x ∈ E result in n2 B-splines where the B-spline with the largest
length is taken to represent the curve segment of x.
Incremental B-spline Connection
Now, let S be the set of B-splines whose elements have to be linked to one ﬁnal B-spline representing the
entire guidewire. Again, Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to compute the connection paths between the remaining
B-splines. To ensure that the connection path between two B-splines proceeds on line structures and within
the vessel tree, the ’lineness image’ and the vessel information is incorporated into the modiﬁed cost function
cmod (k) (see equation 4):
⎧
⎨ 1 : if k is an element of curve-like structures
20 : if k lies inside the vessel tree
cmod (k) =
(5)
⎩
100 : if k lies outside the vessel tree
Let s ∈ S be the B-spline with the largest length, the incremental B-spline connection method uses s as the
starting B-spline to be successively linked to the remaining B-splines in S. During the composition of the ﬁnal
B-spline, there may be several connection possibilities to other B-splines available. In this case, the length of the
connection B-spline together with its curvature is taken into account to select that connection B-spline yielding
the smoothest and shortest link.

2.4 Treatment of Motion Artifacts
During an intervention, the physician puts tension stress on the guidewire in order to navigate through the
vessel system. This may result in fast guidewire movements. These movements generate motion artifacts on the
roadmap image due to the temporal ﬁltering of the angiographic system and will be detected by the lineness
ﬁlter (see Figure 2). To eliminate these artifacts, all B-splines are traversed at equidistant positions to search
along the normal vector for parallel B-splines. If two splines are parallel, the shorter one is removed.

2.5 Region of Interest - ROI
As long as no guidewire is present in the ﬁrst roadmap images, the region of interest (ROI) is deﬁned as the
image boundary as mentioned at the beginning of section 2. When the guidewire ﬁrst becomes visible on the
image, the ROI changes to cover the entire length of the guidewire. Once the guidewire is ﬁrstly approximated
with a B-spline, the ROI changes again to a rectangle centered at the guidewire tip.
From that point on, all image processing methods, i.e. 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are only computed within the ROI to
ensure real-time processing. During the intervention, the guidewire tip moves through the image and as a result
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Figure 2. (a) A roadmap image depicting a motion artifact (yellow circle) due to quick movements of the guidewire. (b)
Image result from the lineness ﬁlter. (c) After noise reduction and B-spline generation, two B-splines are parallel to each
other. (d) The shorter B-spline is removed.

the ROI may not cover the entire guidewire anymore, as can be seen in Figure 3. The ﬁrst time the ROI does
not cover the entire guidewire length, two speciﬁc points of the guidewire, called Q1 and Q2, are identiﬁed for
further processing in the next upcoming image in the image series. Q1 is the entry point of the guidewire in the
image and Q2 is the entry point of the guidewire into the ROI. In Figure 3, Q1 and Q2 are depicted as orange
circles. The position of Q1 and Q2 gets updated within each iteration and Dijkstra’s algorithm links them to
get a B-spline called sinit ∈ S.
In this case a ’lineness image’ is not required to link Q1 and Q2 because Dijkstra’s algorithm runs only on the
vessel image where dark pixels denoting the guidewire are associated with low costs and white pixels get high
costs. As long as the ROI does not cover the entire guidewire, sinit will be taken as the starting B-spline for the
incremental B-spline connection method (see section 2.3).

3. RESULTS
The evaluation of our proposed method is done on the bases of ﬁve patient image series with a sequence length
between 32 and 249 frames acquired from a Siemens AXIOM Artis dBA TWIN x-ray ﬂuoroscopy system during
clinical interventions. The image sizes vary between 512×512 and 776×776 and the pixel spacing in x/y is
0.15/0.15 in mm. A qualitative image result of the guidewire detection and tracking is illustrated in Figure 3.
The method is quantitatively evaluated through the construction of a gold standard segmentation, where the
guidewire is manually outlined in all 769 images. To quantify the performance of our method, four measurements are applied: eﬃciency, tracking, mean distance, and tip distance. Table 1 summerizes the results of the
measurements.
The eﬃciency of a guidewire detection method describes a crucial measurement in terms of clinical applicability.
Physicians usually require 7-8 frames per second during an endovascular intervention. Our proposed technique
is detecting the guidewire well within 1-2 frames per second where the entire framework is not optimized.
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Figure 3. Tracking examples out of the image series patient 1 (see Table 1).

The tracking success depends on the number of failed detected guidewire that are easily identiﬁed by visual inspection of the detection results. In this context, a failed detection is considered either that the entire guidewire
was well detected but the tip part was not due to ghosting eﬀects or the B-spline connection algorithm (see
section 2.3) linked the curve fragments in a wrong manner. We only considered successful tracking results for
the computation of the mean and tip distance. The accuracy of a segmentation is usually computed by the
percentage of false positives and false negatives of a segmentation compared to the gold standard. However, the
exact guidewire position is often unclear and diﬀerent observers may outline the guidewire diﬀerently.
Hence, the mean distance is calculated for evaluating the entire ﬁt of the detected guidewire compared to the
gold standard segmentation, as done in Baert et. al.10 For each position xi ∈ Ê2 on the ﬁnal B-spline curve C1 ,
its closest point to the gold standard segmentation C2 is determined and vice versa. Thus, the mean distance
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Measurements
# Frames
Dimension x/y
Eﬃciency in FPS
Tracking
avg. dtip (σdtip )
avg. dmean (σdmean )

patient 1
132
720/720
1.1-1.5
78%
0.79(0.77)
0.28(0.13)

patient 2
249
512/512
1.9-2.1
98%
1.05(0.90)
0.25(0.20)

patient 3
223
720/720
1.2-1.4
85%
1.28(1.08)
0.32(0.16)

patient 4
133
720/720
1.2-1.4
95%
0.89(0.93)
1.02(0.33)

patient 5
32
776/776
1.2-1.4
88%
1.20(0.74)
0.52(0.20)

Table 1. Quantitative detection results: minimum and maximum eﬃciency in frames per second (FPS), tracking rate,
average mean distance and average tip distance. The σ denotes the standard deviation. The distances are given in mm.

yields a symmetric distance measure being deﬁned as:
dmean (C1 , C2 )
dmin (C1 (xi ), C2 )

=

1
2N

N

N

dmin (C1 (xi ), C2 ) +
i=1

dmin (C1 , C2 (xi ))

(6)

i=1

= min d(C1 (xi ), C2 (xj )) j ∈ [1, N ]

(7)

where dmin denotes the minimum distance of point C1 (xi ) on curve C1 to curve C2 and N indicates the number
of sample points on the ﬁnal B-spline and gold standard curve.
The tip distance (as in Baert et. al.10 ) measures the distance between the endpoint of the B-spline of the gold
standard and the endpoint of the automatically determined B-spline.

4. DISCUSSION
Our methodology proposes a novel automated solution to the guidewire detection and tracking problem. The
successful implementation and integration into a clinical prototype together with the new Dijkstra-based connection algorithm states the major contribution of this work. Nonetheless, when implementing this method, due
to the employment of the lineness ﬁlter, the sigma range and the threshold of the second eigenvalue  have to be
carefully selected. Currently, the sigma range 1.2 ≤ σ ≤ 1.6 and the value of  = 1.2 are obtained more or less
empirically. This could potentially be automated to completely avoid user interaction.
The results obtained during the evaluation phase are comparable and better than those published for guidewire
detection.10, 16 Considering the experimental result in Baert et. al.10 using subtration images, the mean distance
lies between 1.15 and 1.44 and the mean tip distance lies between 4.92 and 5.04. Especially the eﬃciency results
look promising for real-time guidewire detection and tracking applications.
The eﬃciency (processing speed) of our method is between one and two frames per second, which looks promising
for a real clinical application compared to the far slower spline-energy based approach from Baert et. al.10 Due
to the temporal ﬁltering of the angiography system, fast guidewire movements result in motion artifacts such
that the actual guidewire position is unclear. Hence, the average tip distance exhibits higher values. However,
the guidewire could be tracked up to 98 % within an image series. In Baert et. al.,10 the tracking success ranges
between 54% and 73% for subtraction images.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a novel and fast guidewire detection method for sequential 2-D roadmap images which
is already integrated into a clinical prototype. The method incorporates multi-scale lineness ﬁltering and vessel
information into a framework which employs Dijksta’s algorithm to eﬃciently connect guidewire fragments.
So far the proposed guidewire tracking system is a non-optimized framework. It can be expected that using
multi-threading/core techniques or hardware solutions can accelerate the system by factors.
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